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ABSTRACT
Badland development in the study area is a result of the increase
in surface runoff brought about by the destruction of the original forest
cover. In compensation, the geometry of the landscape is altered by gully
development to increase the drainage density. This transformation is made
possible by the existence of a less coherent granitic soil and a hot climate
with intense rainfall. The pre-dominant erosional process under the new
denudation system are slope wasting, sheet wash and gullying. The dynamic
aspects of each of these have been dealt with in detail in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
Badland erosion is a characteristic feature of the granitic up-
lands in Hong Kong. In order to appreciate the processes involved in bad-
land development, a small sample region is necessary for repeated obser-
vations. This may, to some extent, help clarifying some controversial
points raised by past workers ( Ruxton and Berry 1957; Grant i960, 1968$
Woo 1967 )• Furthermore, a clear understanding of the dynamic aspects of
badland development is a prerequisite of doing conservation work.
The study area comprises the northern part of Hong Kong Island,
the whole Kowloon Peninsula and part of the New Territories (Pig. l). The
boundary in the north-west roughly follows the line joining Kwai Chung
and Ma Liu Shui. In the north-east, it follows the line joining the mouth
of Tide Cove and Lye-mum. The study area is a denuded arid submerged
granitic pluton* It is capped nearly on all sides by voloanics. This is
the least intensively studied area. However, it exhibits a clear picture
of how badland erosion takes place. Although it is not as heavily denuded
as the Tai Lam Chung and Castle Peak area, it clearly demonstrates how
badland erosion is initiated. For comparison with the harbour area, the
badlands on Cheung Ghau Island, Castle Peak and Tai Lam Chung were also
investigated, but briefly.
This study is mainly based on observations made during the
summer of 1969. Over 30 days have been spent in the field. Some methods
have been employed to evaluate the effect-iveness of the erosional pro-
cesses and to study the evolutionary development of badland topography.
These include (a) pegs driven into slope profiles to allow repeated mea-
surements j (b) spikes and washers to measure scour and fill on gully
channels; and (c) pins to measure gully widening and lengthening* Slope
profiles were surveyed by simple surveying instruments like hand abney
level and nylpn tape. Field details were added in to compensate its de-
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FIG.1 LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA
ficiency. Detail procedures will be noted wherever they arise.
To supplement field observations, topographic maps-*" and air
photos^ were analysed. To examine the mineralogical change in the weather-
ing of granite, rock slides were viewed through a petrographica! microscope.
Data collected in the field and acquired from the Agriculture1and Ebrestry
Department of the Hong Kong Government were processed with a 'Monroe'
desk mechanical calculator. Part of the more laborious work was done by
an 'olivetti* electronic computer kept in the Department of Statistics.
The factor of time has been a major difficulty in the investi-
gation of the evolution of landforms. Therefore the data presented in this
study are in no way capable of proving any general hypothesis on a world-
wide basis, but do allow certain deductions to be made which support its
application to specific cases.
1 Maps used include;
GSGS H K & N T (1:25,000 1957; 1* 100,000 1958)
Cadastral Maps P.#.D. (1: 2,400 for the New Territories
1: 2,000 for HK & Klh.Urban areas)
2^ Air photos
1957 EAF set; 196} set taken by Hunting Survey Ltd.
CHAPTER II GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ABEA.
TOPOGRAPHY
The harbour area is a partly drowned granitic upland (Fig. 2) •
The highest peaks include the Lion Rock (595079) and Mt. Butler (614985)
and Jardine's Lookout (609976)* These several peaks are made up of fine
grained granite with a large percent of quartz. Therefore they show a
bold relief overlooking the area. The slope of the mountain descends
abruptly to the line of dissected hills at about 120—130 m, and they
are continued as low scattered hills and ridges commonly at an elevation
of 50 and 60nw Areas bordering the Victoria Harbour on both sides are
thickly peopled and have been developed into urban areas.
Mountains and ridges in the area generally run in a north east-
south west manner, with a subsidiary north west—south east trend. Most
of the hills occuring at the 50—60 m and 120—130 m level have a relative
altitude of about 40—60 m. The slope form usually belongs to the convexo-
concave type. On hills arising to a higher altitude, the slope is more
straight or even concave but they still have convex hill tops.
]By taking 100 random samples-*- areas from the large scale cadastral
maps and the slope angles measured, it is found out that when the per-
centage area is plotted against the slope angle, it is negatively skewed
(Fig. 3) • The mode lies in the 25°— 29° group.
GEOLOGY
Geological Setting Of Hong Kong
Hong Kong is located on the edge of the South China Paraplat-
forra which has a basement of Pre-Sinian and Caledonian folds and a sedi-
mentary cover generally consisting of marine sediments of Upper Paleozoic
age and continental deposits of Mesozoic and Tertiary age. In Hong Kong
1 For detail, see Chapter 3 of this Dissertation
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sedimentary socks axe exposed in the Tolo Harbour area in the north-east
of the Colony. The lower part of the sequence consists of marine Upper
Paleozoic and Lower Jurassic beds. This is followed by a great thickness
of volcanic rocks including tuffs, lavas and agglomerates all of rhyolitic
composition. All the tuffaceous materials are welded and mostly recrystal-
lized. Granite of Portlandian age forms numerous plutons intruding into
the sedimentary and volcanic rocks. Towards the end of Cretaceous and in
the "beginning of Tertiary, red beds were laid down probably in inter-
montane basins under arid and hot climates. The youngest consolidated
sedimentary formation is the Red Breccia Beds.
Study
The Harbour Area is one of the granitic plutons intruded into the
acid volcanios (Fig. 4)• A geological section from north to south across
the area shows that the granite is flanked by volcanics on two sides
forming escarpments (Fig. 5)• Recent studies reveal that the granite
bodies are slighly different from each other both mineralogically and
texturally. Syenites are found in the Cha Kwo Ling, Mt. Parker and
Happy Valley areas. Fine and coarse grained porphrytic phases of the
rock are observed in the Tai Hang Area.
On the average, the rock is white to pink in colour; coarse
grained with the mean grain size about 2 mm. It is equigranular and
hypidiomorphic. Quartz and felspars are always present. Viewed through
a petrological microscope, the rock is holocrystalline. Quartz makes
over 30^ > of the rock. It is usually anhedral with occasional undulose
extinction indicating shearing. The larger part of tne rock is made up
of nearly equal amounts of subhedral orthoclase and plagioclase. A few
dark minerals are present. The most common ones include biotite, rausco-
vite and magnetite. Sometimes, the rock contains enough amount of bio-
tite to be classified as Biotite Granite.
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FIG. 4 GEOLOGY Of THE STUDY
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FIG. 5 GEOLOGICAL SECTIONS ACROSS THE HARBOUR AREA
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Joints and faults axe common in the study area. From 490 readings,
Berry (i960) concluded that they usually trend at 50°, 90° and 360'. This
rou^ily agrees with the structural trends of H.K. Sub-parallel sheet join-
ting are commonly observed in the massive granite. Spacing in most of the
quarries in ahaukiwan varies between 3 and 4 m« The granite in the area is
sometimes sheared as a result of minor earth movement, Two schist bands,
each about 1 m. in width are found in the Cheung &ai Area. The frands are
weathered, but they are prominent because they stand above the badland
surface due to differential weathering. Under the naked eye, it seems to
be made up of sericite and extremely fine quartz grains• These two bands
are perhaps formed by shearing.
Weathering Of Granite
The granite of the area has undergone intensive weathering
with chemical weathering as its predominant process.
(1) Mechanical feathering—unloading has produced a lot of sub-
parallel sheet joints in the study area. It is well exhibited in the
quarries in the wgau Tau K.ok Peninsula and Shaukiwan. In the Tai Hang
area there are a lot of dome like tors each of which seem to have been
splitted by thermal action (Plate 1). Flaking of these large blocks is
also common. A further action to loosen the rock is by granular disinte-
gration. It is especially common in granitic outcrops which have been
slightly weathered chemically* The gruss of the rock will break off bit
by bit.
Chemical weathering—Petrographic observations show that
quartz is the mineral least susceptible to weathering. It is followed
by potassium felspar, plagioclase and biotite.Weathered biotite loses
its brilliant colour to the nafced eye. Under the microscope, it becomes
bronze or golden brown because of exudation of iron oxide. It is green
when it changes to chlorite. In the same manner, felspars loses its cry-
-5-
Plate 1. Block Disintegration
of Granite.
Plate 2. Deeply weathered grainte
exposed at a cutting in Quarry Bay,
Note the Kaolin, manganese & iron veins.
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stalline transparency to the naked eye when weathered. It becomes milky,
powdery or flour like under the microscope. Furthermore, it shows a pig-
mentation of the microscopic flakes, first disseminated and then more and
more densely spaced. These flakes are kaolinite, halloysite or sericite.
A recent paper by Parkam (1969) suggested that weathering products in
Hong Kong are rich in halloysite rather than kaolinite. Of the two felspars,
orthoclase is relatively stable, both shown under the microscope or in
hand specimen. In the stage of weathering, it seems that magnesium and
iron oxide are first released and is followed by calcium and sodium
which are concentrated in the relatively unstable plagioolase.
The study area is deeply weathered. Some previous workers
(Ruxton and .Berry 1957; Hung 19&5) postulated that weathering probably
started in pliocene. In many places, boreholes reveal that the rock is
weathered to a deep of over 60 m. (Plate 2). Generally, the weathering
depth is the deepest in the lower foothills. Pig. 6 shows the average
depth of weathering for the ares. The soil depth decreases with altitude.
On some of the peaks, it is completely devoid of soil cover.
Ruxton arid Berry in rds paper (1957) suggested that there are
four weathering zones (Fig* 7)» The same phenomenon was reported to be
common in the granitic areas of south eastern China (Hung 19&5)• However,
Oilier (I965), based on his experiences in Australia, was not in favour
of this idea and suggested another scheme to classify the degree of
weathering. Field observations in the study area generally support
Ruxton1s scheme. However, his scheme is a generalization rather than the
rule. His hypothesis assumes that weathering penetrates from the ground
surface and the degree of weathering hence increases towards the ground.
The weathering front or the basal surface is controlled by the ground
water level. The characteristic of each of trie four zones are summarized
as follow:
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Zone
I
Average Depth
1—25m.
II 60m.
Ill
IV
7—17m.
3—30m.
Oharacteristi cs
Reddish brown clayey sand, rare
corestones and original minerals,
no texture preserved, the soil
cracks on dessication, relatively
more resistant to hydraulic action
than zone II.
Pale coloured silty aand; texture
of rock usually preserved; all
minerals are weathered except
quartz; less than 10% of the top
part of this zone are corestones;
over 50% are corestones near the
bottom; higher infiltration rate;
the soil is less cohesive and re-
sistant.
50—90% corestones, debris usually
gravelly; some unaltered mineral
e.g. orthoclase
Solid bedrock, iron stained, some
debris and clay minerals along
joint planes.
In some places, the zone I material may be stripped off, while
in others it may be covered by slope deposits. Moreover, it is common to
find a sharp boundary between zone I and zone IV materials. This variation
in the character of weathering zones is more closely related to the differ-
ences in ground-water conditions and geological structure than to the
variations of rock types.
In contrary to Buxton and Berry, Oilier (1%5) 1%9) suggested
that the weathering profile containing corestones is an immature profile
- 7 -
FIG. 9 HORIZON NOMENCLATURE OF
RED YELLOW PODSOLIC SOILS
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Plate 3 Mottling in the granitic topsoil.
undergoing active development. He farther pointed out that chemical weather-
ing may take place below the permanent water table where no oxygen is pre-
sent.
Mechanical analysis (Lumb 1962) shows that 1 ^ of the zone I
material is gravel, 45$ sand, 28^ > silt and \2?f> clay, (Fig, 8). The large
percentage of sand has a great bearing on erosion since it may be easily
eroded, The finer grains are more resistant because of the strong cohesive
force which binds the grains. Moreover, larger grains may aid entranchraent
by forming local eddies or turbulence in the surface runoff.
Other rocks outside the study area in Hong Kong hair also been
weathered intensively. However, the grain sizes of these rocks are differ-
ent from that of granite. Decomposed volcanics are extremely fine grained
and are generally in the order of 0,02—0,2 mm. in size with only occasional-
ly coarse sand and gravel (Lumb 1962). The grading of this material is
probably one of the reasons why it is not so severely eroded.
Soil Development
Hed yellow Podsoic soils are developed on decomposed granite
(Grant i960). Fig, 9 shows the horizon nomenclature of the soil. Ao and
Al are thin and are usually washed away. Prisimatic blocks will be developed
if B^ and B2 are exposed. Mottling is common (Plate 3)• An indurated iron
pan is usually formed in this horizon.
The soil is usually nutrient deficient. This is further aggra-
vated by deep leaching and sterilization. When exposed to severe drying,
the stability of the topsoil is greatly diminished by the dehydration of
inorganic colloids (oxides of Fe and Al)
CLIMATE
Climate often haa marked influence on the geomorphic processes
- 8 -
of an area. Hong Kong is located at about Longitude 114E and Latitude
22SN. Situated at the south eastern coast of China and within the Tropics,
it belongs to a modified Tropical Monsoonal type of climate.
Precipitation
The mean annual rainfall of Hong Kong is 2271 mm» However, it
is very erratic and has varied from a maxium of 3041 nnn in 1889 to an
absolute minium of 901 mm in I963. Such yearly variation is perhaps the
result of the seasonal migration of fronts, depressions and typhoons.
About 90^ > of the total annual rainfall normally occurs in periods from
April to October (Fig. 10). The amount of rainfall in Hong Kong is
quite enough for intensive chemical weathering and leaching.
Most of the rains come from prolonged heavy downpours brought
by typhoons and from high intensity but short duration showers and
thunderstorms during the summer months. The intensity, together with its
duration, is of vital importance to landscape development. Based on the
data from 1947—I965, Cheng and Kwok (1965) presented a graph showing
the expected duration and intensity of rainfall (Fig. 11). Peterson
(19&4) has also studied on the variation of intensity within the year
(Fig. 12). According to him, the most intense rainfall that occurs in
H.K. is associated with thunderstorm clouds of a great extent. The rain-
fall associated'with typhoons, although frequently heavy and prolonged
are of a smaller magnitude. Thus, the average intensity is highest in
July, when showers are most frequent, and is followed by June, August
and September. On the average, the winter seasons has only light rain-
fall. Closely related to the intensity just considered is the maxium
instaneous intensity. It is also highest from June to September (Fig.
13) • This is important because the amount of runoff arid soil detachment
usually reacK a maxium soon after the rain begins and are therefore
closely related to the instaneous intensity.
FIG. 10 MONTHLY MEAN RAINFALL, ROYAL OBSERVATORY
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Rainfall is the most important geomorphic agent in badland areas.
Mass wasting is activated by heavy torrential downpours. Organic matters
on the hill slopes are washed down by the rainfall excess. Gully erosion
would follow when the subsoil is exposed. In the long run, alternate dry
and wet seasons makes the soil more susceptible to erosion.
Temperature
The annual mean temperature of Hong Kong is 22.3°C, but the
month mean varies from 15.2*C in February, the coldest month of the year
to 27.9°C in July, the warmest month (Fig. 14) • In summer, the temperature
may reach 32°C or above. The atmosphere temperature is highest between
1500 and 1500 hr. Therefore, during the summer months, when rainfall comes
in the morning, the wetted soil is dried in the afternoon. This repeated
drying and wetting is responsible for the dehydration of inorganic colloids,
which are important in stabilizing the soil aggregates. Moreover, a hard
pan will be formed thus reducing the infiltration capacity of the soil.
One of the several factors affecting air tempeeature during the
day is the total radiation received at the surface of the earth. Since
the sun is always inclining at an angle to tne earth surface of Hong Kong
for the greater part of the year, aspect plays an important part in modi-
fying the microclimate. Readings taken on the valley side slopes of a
east west trending stream at Cheung Kai are reproduced in Fig. 15. Since
the south side receives the full glare of the sun, the temperature is the
highest. This is important in explaining the preferred orientation of
badland slopes.
Soil temperature of the same locality has been measured by a
long mercury thermometer. On the average, it is above the air temperature.
The figure varies greatly both with time and soil depth (Fig. 16). At the
soil surface, the highest temperature is recorded at about 1400 to 1500
hr. It drops rapidly towards trie evening. During the daytime, the tempera-
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FIG.14 MONTHLY MEAN
TEMPERATURE
FIG. 15 EFFECT OF ASPECTS ON TEMPERATURE.
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FIG. 16. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN GRANITIC SOILS ON A SOUTH-
FACING BARREN SLOPE. CHEUNG KAI
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tore of the bare surface is fluctuating tremendously. A gentle breeze or
an overcast in the sky is able to lower the temperature suddenly by id or
5 C. On the other hand, there is a gradual decrease in soil temperature
with depth up to a depth of afcost 50 cm. Uhese differences of soil tem-
perature are perhaps responsible for the formation of soil cracks.
contrary to Sarposnekova ^1950;, the temperature measured
on the bare surface is higher than that wi-ch a grass cover ^Fig. Vf) . The
probable causes are:
{!) '£he bare surface receives more insolation than the slope surface
protected tjy the shade of grasses;
{'d) The dry granitic soil on the bare surface loses a smaller amount
of heat energy by evaporation.
Mind
Grant ^1968j suggested that wind is an erosive agent in the bad-
lands in Hong Kong, Speed and direction of the winds change throughout
the whole year. Maximum wind velocity is recorded around May and September,
the beginning and the end of the summer respectively. Gusty winds are
strongest in August and September when the typhoons are most frequent.
During the year, the most frequent wind direction in Hong Kong
is east, with north-east-east and east-south-east ranging in the second
and third frequency respectively. In summer, south-western winds are as
frequent as those from the east quadrant. 1'he Colony is dominated by
winds of the east as well as the north quadrant during the winter months.
Apart from the work of deflation as Grant envisaged ^1960, 1968),
strong winds may assist in the evaporation of soil moisture, the lack of
which has prevented the regeneration of vegetation on the bare surface.
Thus, barren slopes sometimes also show a preferred orientation towards
the east.
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From the above discussion, the bearing of climate on land
sculpturing can be summed up as follows
(1) The average climate is only important to weathering and soil
development in Hong Kong. It is the deviation from the average
conditions that accerated erosion is induced*
(2) Seasonal variation keeps the soil dry for half part of the year.
Intense rainstorms following the dry seasons is an effective
erosive agent.
(5) Although Hong Kong receives an abundant rainfall in the summer
months, it does not exceed the amount of potential evapotranspi-
ration during the same period ^Ramage 1959)• Thus, it is believed
that in summer, soil is usually dry.
VEGBTA530H
The Ecosystems
Under stable climatic conditions, a long period of time may
enable equilibria between climate, soil, vegetation, weathering and
erosion to develop into stable ecosystems, each of whose components is
highly adjusted to each of the other. Any change in one of the above
components is liable to alter the whole structure, whicn may require a
lengthly period of time to reach another steady state. Hong Kong is a
typical example demonstrating how the destruction of the original eco-
systems has a great bearing on landscape development.
Destruction of Original Forest
Based on climatic reasons, Fenzel (1929» 1930) believed that
the whale o'f coastal Kwantung was once covered by an evergreen Tropical
rainforest, similiar to that of S. Hainan Island and Assam nowadays. In
the 10 and 11th century, the S.E. coast of China was colonized by
farmers who embarked on an policy of deforestation by fire and axe to
eliminate troublesome fauna and to provide timber for the new settlements.
It is probable tnat tne rainforest jungle was replaced after a period of
severe eroaion, by a pine and grassland vegetation. Unfortunately, the
acid needles of the pine not only fail to amelioriate the soils, but also
encourage leaching, podsolization and hard pan formation. During the past
few decades, these pine trees were felled down, especially during the
Japanese Occupation (1941—'1945) when feul was pressingly needed. Extensive
reafforestation only began recently in H,K.
In the study area, nearly most of the land is covered by rough
grasses. #body shrubs are found in the more sheltered parts of the valley
and slopes, There may be occasional patches of pine trees occupying the
most secluded parts of the area where human interference is kept to a
minimum.
The geomorphic significance of the original vegetation stems
irom their structure and density of foliage and cover. Fallen leaves in-
crease the roughness of surface, and this reduces the velocity of water
flow and tends to increase the permeability of the soil. It also protects
the soil from silting, destruction of its structure by raindrops and the
formation of a crust. On the other hand, it acts as a great filter, cut-
ting out light, stabilize the temperature within the forest and inter-
cepting most of the rainfall. The destruction of the original cover
undoubtedly brings opposite effects.
Hydrological Consequence
Kitteridge (1954) carried out a long term experiment and con-
cluded that runoff from a pine forest is less than that of a grassland
when other aspects of these two are nearly identical. The Forestry
section of the H.K. Government did a similiar experiment in 1959 near
the Tai Lam Chung Forestry Station. Sedimentation tanks were constructed
at the base of:- Seven granitic slopes, each with a different type, density
and development of vegetation cover, The slope3 have roughly the 3ame
slope angle and length. #»hen it rain3, the surface runoff with fine sand
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FIG. 18 REGRESSION LINES FITTED ID MONTHLY RAINFALL
AND RUNOFF TAI LAM CHUNG
A. On a barren slope
lo* -
\e>- 1*5" 20"
Rain-palt. ( Inches) K
On a pine covered slope
•* 0-7541
10
Ram-fall'( Inches )K
(3ovnx- 0*!a/l*t&t from data provided
hy Ajr. Fbrtshy
19 REGRESSION LINES FITTED TO RAINFALL AND
RUNOFF DURING 69 SUMMER RAINSTOKMS
TAI LAM CHUNG
A. On a barren slope
10'
Rainfall, in Inches ( R'>
25
B. On a pine covered slope
Rain-pall
(Source'- Calculated from bakx. provided by
FIG. 20 REGRESSION LINE FITTED TO RUNOFF ON BARREN AND
PINE COVERED SLOPES DURING 69 SUMMER STORMS
4 - ^ 6 7 8 9
Runoff In Inches On pihc covered, piot (r'f>)
i o
C iouroc- Cx/cuij hd. fwin IMk pmvid&L
Agr. Fbrt5iry. I>ept, IK. ).
i& suspension will pass from trough into the tanks. The amount of runoff
can be measured immediately after each storm. Rain gauges were installed
to provide rainfall data, my drying out several samples taken from the
tanks, the erosion amount in each of the plots can be calculated. Unluckily
the project was discontinued in late 1962 and the raw data remained not
analysed since then.
analysis of the raw data provided by the Forestry section reveals
that tnere are only slight differences in runoff between plots having pine
trees but with different density and undergrowth. There is a great difference
between a barren slope and one covered by pine with a 100% closed canopy.
Plotting monthly ranoff amount against monthly rainfall in these two plots,
it gives the following linear regression equation (Appendix I and Fig.18):
F b - $.4118 R -0.2493 (2.1)
Fp « 0.1980 £-0.2683 (2.2)
where F^ • runoff amount in the barren plot;
Fp « runoff amount in the pine covered plot}
R « rainfall amount
The product moment correlation coefficients for these two plots are
+ 0.9361 and + 0.7541 respectively. It means there is a close relationship
between the two variables. It gives higher regression coefficients when
the runoff amount is plotted against the rainfall amount in each of the
69 random sample rainstorms in summer ^Fig. 19)
F'fc - 0.7106 R* -O.O638 ^2.3)
F«p - 0.4129 R1 — 0.0558 (2.4)
The correlation coefficients are + 0.8904 and + 0.8085 res-
pectively. In order to see if there i s any direct correlation between the
runoff amount in ttiese two plots . Th« same rainstorms were used and the
runoff amount was plotted against each other (Fig. 20 J• I t gives the
following linear regression equations:
F'p «= O.6256 P«b -0.1085 1.2.5a)
1.5297 F«p 4,-0.1794 (2.5b)
The two variables are highly correlated (+ O.9375) . From the
above calculations, the following preliminary conclusions can be drawn;
(1) The amount of runoff in these 2 plots are closely related to each
other and to the amount of rainfall;
(2) !Ehe amount of runoff in summer is a bit higher than that of the
average of the year j
(3) Runoff in the barren plot in summer is roughly 1.5 times that of
the pine covered plot,; JU. though no data is available for the
runoff amount in the original rain forest, it seems not risky to
assume that the change from the original vegetation cover to the
present sparse vegetation results in an increase in runoff.
Other Consequences
The lack of a thick vegetation cover also deprives the soils of
rich organic matters. In his study in the Kwantung Province, 3.J3. China,
Yu (1961) concluded that organic matters in the top soil ranges from A»5f°
in the forested area? 1—2$> in the grassland and practically nil in the
g
badland. In another study, Smith (1955) pointed out that organic matters
A
are significant in increasing the infiltration capacity and keeping the
soil structure to resist erosion.
On the other hand, owing to the lack or sparsity of vegetation to
provide for shade, the open porous fabric of the granitic soils would be
subjected to severe dessieation by the sun or wind. Therefore, when the
rain comes, the increased amount of runoff would start erosion.
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FIG.21 BADLAND DISTRIBUTION IN THE AREA
BADLAND
BOUNDARY OF
THE STUDY AREA
l
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:>\^\
^'
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( FROM AIR PHOTOS 1963 196 7)
Plate 4 A tiny mesa standing slightly
above the badland surface,
(Cheung Kai)
Plate 5 Another view of the badland in
Cheung Kai.
Plate 6 Round-topped summit, typical
scenery of badland.
Plate 7 "Islands" of remaining rough
grasses on a badland slope.
CHAPTER III THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OP BADLANDS
Slightly less than 10$ of the study area is undergoing rapid
badland erosion. These areas are nearly completely devoid of vegetation.
This striking landscape has a lunar starkness with the painful reflect-
ion of sunlight, tortuous gullies and almost no permanent streams. Mass
wasting, raindrop erosion, sheet erosion and gully erosion all play
their part in eroding such areas. Within the study area, there are se-
veral locality undergoing rapid erosion. These include the Mt. Parker
foothill area, the western side of the Ngau Tau Kok Peninsula, the Kow-
loon foothills and the Cheung Kai area. (Fig. 21) Tke first and the last
regions are the two where intense field work has been carried out.
Taking Hong Kong as a whole, about 80^ of the badlands are
found within the areas occupied by granite. This indicates that geology
has much to do with badland erosion. Badland erosion may occur on every
exposed zone of the weathering profile. The resulting scenery is of
course different. In the Cheung Kai Area, where Zone I and II materials
axe exposed, the whole slope is smeared with a thin layer of quartz
sand. The slopes are dazzling reddish yellow in colour under sunlight.
The monotonous landscape is occasionally modified by tufts of grass re-
maining on tiny mesas about 1 m. high. There are nunerous gullies of
various sizes lower down the slope (Plate 4,5,6,7) Zone III material is
exposed in the Mt. Parker foothill area. Corestones are found standing
like tors on the slopes. These tor-like blocks are usually splitted by
insolation and, in contrast to the ground surface, is dark brown in co-
lour because of the manganese coating. The slope profile is not as sm-
ooth as the former one, the sand grains are larger and more slippery.
Gullies sometimes swing their courses between these corestones.
Where these badlands are found, the vegetation is usually
extremely sparse. There may only be a thin and varied cover of co-arse
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grasses, ferns and woody shrubs. nhese are only found at the valley bo-
ttoms or some sheltered slopes. The only exception are landslip scars.
Qualitative observations suggest that they occur on slopes with a re-
latively thicker vegetation where the soil is c apable of holding more
water.
Most of these badlands are on the tops of spurs and ridges.
These areas are perhaps more exposed to the sun, wind and rain. Simi—
liarly, landslip scars are also found on the upper slopes just below
the watershed. This is perhaps the point where there is a sudden break
in the slope gradient to create a zone of greater tension. Though there
is no sufficient information to justify any conclusive statement, it
seems that badlands tend to concentrate on hillslopes below 300 metres.
Above this arbitrary limit, the pre-dominant process on the steep slopes
is mainly landslides rather than sheet wash and gullying. Thicker soils
are ustrally preserved at lower altitudes and this provides the material
for badland development.
In order to find out the preferred orientation of badland
slopes and gullies, badlands shown on air photos are transferred onto
the 1:1200 and Is2400 Cadastral maps. Thus, the slope directions of the
barren slopes and gullies can be easily deduced from the map. A total
of 451 barren slopes and 604 gullies were chosen by random sampling (App-
endix II and III). Fig. 22 shows a tendency for the barren slopes to con-
centrate on the south and western quadrants. This confirms Grant1s hypo-
thesis (1960,1968) In order to see if this tendency is merely a reflect-
ion of the trend of mountain slopes in the study area, the directions of
all of the hill slopes in the area were measured in the same way (Appen-
dix IV). The directions of the barren slopes and hill slopes as a whole
have been put into a Chi-Square Test (Appendix V). The result shows that
the null hypothesis can be rejected with a 99.95^ confidence.
1. Maps produced by Public Works Oept.H.K. Govt. Revised 1968
Contour interval s at 10 ft.
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FIG. 22 PREFERRED ORIENTATION OF BARREN SLOPES
36o
Preferred Onentahort of Slope* as a whole
( from J4-Z Sample?)
Fmfermd OnerrfnHon of- Barren Slopes
( From 45/ samples)
C 3oorxx •• Deduced, from maps 4 air phohs)
FIG. 23 PREFERRED ORIENTATION OF GULLIES
( Generalized From 604- random samples,
Chosen From Maps 4- Air Vhobs)
FIG. 24 PERCENTAGE AREA OF SHEET AND GULLY EROSION
COMPARED WITH SLOPE ANGLE
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The same test has also been applied to the orientation of gu-
llies. The result also reveals that their dfferences are highly signi-
ficant ( P<0.05^) ( see Appendix VI). Orientation of gullies reveal
that they do follow a certain pattern. They are normally not found in
the north facing slopes where there is a thicker vegetation cover (Pig.
23). Furthermore, it seems that they are developed either parallel or
perpendicular to the ridge tops.
To find out the amount of badland erosion with the slope angle,
the same cadastral sieets were made use of. Each of the cadastral sheets
2
has .• been divided into small squares. Read from a random numbers table,
100 such squares have been picked out. The percentages of area undergoing
sheet and gully erosion within each square were measured by a simple dot
planimeter. The slope angles were calculated by simple geometrical meth-
ods. The area within each square was then divided into zones of different
slope angles. The percentage area of each zone was measured again. Pig.24
plots the percentage area of sheet and gully erosion against the slope
angle (Appendix VII). Sheet erosion takes places on slopes at angles as
small as 4 . It increases with the increase of slope angle until the ma-
ximum at about 24 is reached. On the other hand, gully erosion is found
on slopes exceeding 5 and reaches a maximum at about 29 . It may occa-
sionally be found on slopes as steep as 45 . These findings paxtly agree
with that of Horton who stated that the erosive power is generally a func-
tion of slope angle. Furthermore, the results seem to indicate that sheet
erosion is gradually replaced by gully erosion as the slope angle increases
and these are replaced by mass wasting where the slope is exceedingly
steep.
2. Each square measures lo,ooo s^' *n the actual ground.
3. W.P.Wood, 1954.
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CHAPTER IV SLOPE WASTING
Slope wasting plays a significant, though less prominent part
in the development of badlands. Once slope wasting has begun, sheet and
gully erosion would follow immediately. According to its rate of move-
ment, slope wasting may roughly be divided into the following two modes:-
Bap id Movement of Material-
On some of the vegetated slopes in Hong Kong, it is common to
find spoon shaped scars associated with shear failure along arcuate
planes (Plate 3). The scarps are usually 3 m. high and the planes of de-
parture are usually based on the hard pans of the granitic soils because
of its lower infiltration capacity. Where a long slope is subjected to
this form of movement, the surface may consist of a series of stepped
concave scars produced by multiple slidding. The convex depositional ele-
ments are in most cases absent probably because they have been washed
away.
The condition of movement of any particular landslip can be ex-
tremely complex. Simply stated, it is a shear failure which will be set
in motion when the stress along the potential surface of rupture exceeds
the resistance of shear along that surface. During the winter seasons,
the soil has a very high strength, due to the low pore water pressure de-
veloped ( Lumb 1962 ). Landslips, in the area seem to occur only after
intense rainstorms in the summer months. The sudden torrential rainfall
quickly infiltrates into the dry top soil with the consequent swelling
and increase in weight. The percolation of water at the same time would
create a decrease in the shearing resistance of the slope either by in-
creasing the pore water pressure or by the rearrangement of grains in the
water-logged fine sand or coarse silt. These changes in ohesion, pore wa-
ter pressure, frictional resistance and total weight of an earth mass
will upset the slope equilibrium. As Commons (1966) pointed out, it is
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Plate 8 Fresh minor arcuate landslip
scar, Cheung Chau.
Plate 9 The scarp of a landslip scar,
Cheung Chau. Part of the soil was
wetted by rainwater.
unwise to attach too much importance to the angle of the surface with-
out considering other safety factors. In nearly all the cases observed
landslip scars are found within patches of vegetation on slopes in
steepness from 40 or more to as little as 20 .
Another set of erosional processes would take place once a
scar has been formed. The bar® surface in front of the scarp is con-
stantly lowered by sheet wash. At the same time, the scarps will re-
tread by minor sapping and undercutting. The collapsed clumps of soil
will be washed away across the bare surface by rainwater. Within the
period from 5 July to 16 Sept., an average retreat of about 30 cm. was
noted around 5 such scarps in the northern part of Chung Chau Island
(Plate 8).
Though large scale landslips are unlikely to occur on barren
slope®, the presence of corestones in the weathering mantle introduce
the risk of minor landslipping. If the slope beneath a corestone reaches
a measure of instability, the corestone will move, carrying with it all
•foe materials resting above it, so producing a minor landslip* The scar
left becomes a collecting ground of rain water to initiate sheet and gu-
lly erosion.
Soil Creep
Creep is characteristic of humid erosion. Its actual motion de-
pends on the presence of adequate space, or voids, between the particles
of the soil aggregate. According to Strahler, the displacement of soil
aggregates depends on the physical characteristics of the soil rather than
the magnitude of the forces involved. Water is also an essential. Unlike
landslip , its movement is too gradual as to be imperceptible.
Hong Kong has an extremely varied climate. The annual and diur-
nal range of temperature is great. Rainfall is abundant. The thermal ex-
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Plate 10 A quartz vein bent by soil
creep
pansion and contraction especially between clay particles will impart
motion of the soil aggregates. As a response to gravity, the soil par-
ticles tend to expand more on the downslope side. This encourages
creeping,
Schumm (1956) emphasised the importance of creep to produce
round- topped convex slopes. Quite contrary to Bunnett (1939), steps
or terracettes produced by creep are not common in granitic slopes of
the study area. The only locality where such terracettes are observed
so far is a long rather steep slope adjacent to the Quarry Bay Reser-
voir. However, bent quartz veins are frequently encountered at road
cuttings (Plate 10), badland slopes and gully walls. Furthermore, soil
creep may also produce tensional cracks parallel to its direction of
movement down the hillslopes. It is believed that these cracks may de-
velop into gullies.
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CHAPTER V RABUffiQP BBOSION AXD SHEET KROSIOH
Tsang (1963) pointed out that raindrop erosion and sheet wash play
an extremely important part in modifying the landscape of S.E. China. Geo-
morphologists (Suxton 1967; Dougleta 1968J in other parts of the Humid Tropics
presented similiar views. It is undoubtedly that they are of a great signi-
ficance in Hong Kong especially because of the sparse vegetation.
Raindrop jgcosion
Baindrop impact may have several effects. Palling raindrops may
break down the soil aggregates IRose i960, 19&1J* On a slope, soil particles
dislodged at an angle will be displaced downslope. On the other hand, rain-
dropsbeating on the film of runoff water may increase its turbulence and
alter its type of flow. Me Intire 1,1958) pointed out that raindrop impact
may reduce the infiltration capacity of the soil by forming a thin crust.
Two mechanisms seem to be involved: the washing in of fine particles and the
compaction by raindrop impact.
Haindrop erosion is most active on the upper portion of the barren
slopes, tfhen the soil surface includes resistant portions, differential ero-
sion may produce earth pillar ^Plate H ) • Its work may be reduced greatly
on the lower portion of the slope or after a long period of rain because the
film of water covering the slope surface may be thick enough to counteract
raindrop impact. However, Tain t,19&U estimated that raindrop impact may in-
crease the erosive power of sheet wash by more than 12 times.
At the lit. Parker Foothill area, less elaborate experiments were
at
carried out to get a clear picture about raindrop erosion. On the 1 of
August, patches of coloured quartz grains were put on the barren surfaces
near the hill tops where the surface runoff is usually small, tfboden sticks
were driven into the ground at the centre of each patch to give a location
for further reference. The same place was visited immediately after a tor-
rential rainstorm on the 5 of August. From the silt adhering to the wooden
pegs caused by raindrop splash, it is inferred that the predominant wind and
rain might have come from the south-west. As shown in Pig. 25, the quartz
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 A total amount of 25.Z 1am. of rainfall was recorded at the Koyal Observatory,
Tsim 3ha Tsui,
FIG. 25 RAINDROP EROSION ON SLOPES WITH DIFFERENT GRADIENTS
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raindrop
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Plate 11 Small earth pillars formed
by raindrop impact.
grains at A were dislodged upward in response to the angle and direction of
impact. At B, where the slope was steeper, the quartz grains were transported
a bit down the slope. A and B are only 5 yards apart. It is thus evident that
the direction and angle of impact together with the ground slope are important
factors in soil detachment.
Sheet Erosion
Sheet erosion may take place on slopes with or without vegetation
cover. l*he erosive agent is again rain water which has fallen onto the ground
surface bit still not concentrated into definite streams. Initially the water
film is clear and as it gather into braided rills and travel over patches of
bare soil, erosion begins and it becomes turbid.
unconcentrated wash performs three functions: ^1) removal of
leaf litter and any superficial material; (2) removal of the muddy suspension
formed by muddy erosion; ^5) erosion of the soil surface by entranching small
particles, vvhen the water thread encounters any obstruction on the way, under-
cutting usually takes place. Surface runoff and water streaming from the grass-
es are usually capable of undermining part of the roots. After each rainstorm,
soil particles especially quartz grains are found to have transported down-
of slopes
slope and accumulated at the base. ahere they are caught up by obstacles
like grasses, the debris will be piled up in a series of small stepped ter-
racettes, which are similiar to those formed by soil creep. Finer clay parti-
cles and organic matters are often carried in suspension further away in the
streams•
Field-Brosion Measurements
In order to measure the exact rate of erosion and the variation along
2
its slope profile, wooden pegs were driven into the slope at 5 m. intervals
on downslope profile lines orthogonal to the contours from the crest to the
point of each slope where there is vegetation. 78 such pegs were placed on
six diversely placed profiles of different shapes. The profiles were installed
on the 1st and 2nd of July, 1969 at Cheung Kai and the Mt. Parker foothills.
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The pegs are 40 cm long, 0.5 cm thick and 3 cm wide. One edge of the peg
is tapered, The top 7»5 om. is painted in red for easy recognition in
the field.
MT. PARKER FOOTHILLS
2 35#
2
3
FIG. 26 SLOPE PROFILES ON BADLANDS
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Slope angles between successive pegs were measured at the time of installation
by a broad and hand abney level. The original slope profile could thus be plot-
ted \Fig. do) . measurement was made once every two weeks and the last one was
made on the 16th of September, 1969 ^Appendix vIIIJ. The differences between
the ground level and the marked level represents the depth of soil eroded or
deposited, The results are plotted in Fig. 27.
During these 10 weeks, the ttoyal Observatory at Tsim Shai Tsui recorded
a total rainfall of 815»1 *nm. ^ Appendix JJC). Typhoon Viola ^llth Aug.) alone was
responsible for 220.8 mm. of the total. After 15th, Aug., the climate was except-
ionally dry. *ithin this period, the pegs registered an average erosion of 1.11cm,
However, the means of each profile are different. These variations will be dis-
cussed in detail in a later section.
Further information on the rate of erosion on barren 3lope was provided
by the Agriculture and Forestry Department. The amount of erosion and runoff
were measured immediately after each rainstorm in Tai Lam Chung. I'he monthly
amounts of rainfall, runoff and erosion were plotted on Fig. 28.
Factors affecting the Jtate of jgrosion Factors governing the rate of badland
slope erosion is a complex one. jjy analysing the results oi the above two case
studies, some preliminary conclusions can be drawn. The factors include:
1. Climate:-
From Fig. 28, it is evident that the rate of erosion varies
from month to month. The amount of erosion is greatest in the summer months,
with a maximum in September. To see if there is any correlation between monthly
rainfall, runoff and soil erosion, the monthly erosion is plotted against the
other two variables ^Appendix A and Fig. 29) • it gives the following linear
equations: ^ _ 91.5709^ + 268.5 v5-i;
^2. - I69.86 a2 + 454.7 v5-2;
/ 4
where a •» erosion amount in lbs/acre ;
iL • rainfall amount in inches;
£. « runoff amount in inches.
the design of the experiment, see Chapter ii.
One cubic foot of average granitic soils measures l^O-lqO lbs. V^ 1111113 1962;
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FIG. 2fi MONTHLY RAINFALL. RUNOFF. EROSION ON A BARREN SLOPE
TAI LAM CHUNG
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FIG. 30 VARIATIONS IN RAINFALL, EROSION AND DEPOSITION,
SUMMER, 1969.
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However, it was found that the correlation coefficient are exceeding-
ly low, being + 0.4452 and + O.3631 respectively.
On the other hand, a study of the number of pegs in the Mt. Parker
foothills and Cheung Kai showing erosion and deposition (Pig. 30) suggests
that there is some form of relationship between rainfall and erosion. For
the first six weeks during which rainfall was abundant, most of the pegs indi-
cated erosion. Only a few of the pegs placed near the convex hill tops regist-
ered no visible change. Those which showed deposition are located near the
slope base. The following two weeks were exceptionally dry and there was a
large number of pegs showing deposition. Such pegs are usually located at the
lower part of the slope. There is no satisfactory explanation for this pheno-
menon. These soil particles were perhaps deposited after a few light drizzles.
brst
iirosion resumed again in the faggt two weeks of September during when there was
a few rainstorms.
From the above two cases, it appears that some other parameters other
than rainfall amount should be taken into consideration. In fact, runoff is
determined by vegetation, infiltration capacity, surface roughness, soil moist-
ure and climatic elements like rainfall intensity and duration, temperature,
humidity and wind. A dry antecedent climate would undoubtedly cause a vast
amount of erosion even the rainfall amount is small*
2* Aspects-
Aspect of landscape affects the microclimate and vegetation
cover. South facing slopes are usually drier, more baked and has a lower
ability to absorb water. Therefore, the south facing slopes are more suscepti-
ble to erosion than the north. In the Cheung Kai area, pegs F (facing south)
registered almost twice as much erosion as Pegs JE (facing north) •
This difference was emphasized by Melton (1958) • He pointed out
that slope angle is an indicator of microclimate. As a result of the differ-
ence of vegetation density and soil development on north and south facing
slopes, a greater quantity of debris is washed to the subjacent channel floor
from the south. Thus, the stream channel would shift against the toe of the
north facing slopes. The north is thus kept steepened by frequent undercutting.
FIG. 31 INTRVALLEY MAXIMUM SLOPE ANGLES
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In order to verify such hypothesis, the maxium an^le of north and
south facing valleyside slopes were laeasured in the Cheung a.ai area. The
stations were set at regular intervals along the roughly B-ff trending ridges.
Several streams of the first order occupy the valleys between the ridges. The
south-facing slopes are usually barren while the north-facing slopes covered
by grasses. She frequency-distribution higtograms of the measurements was
plotted in Fig* 31. She difference of the arithmetic means is as high as 4°.
A "F" test was at first used to test the variances of the two samples. Since
F was found to be equal to 1.1106, the *t' test can be used to test the differ-
ence between the means ^Appendix XI). The value of *t* was calculated to be
equal to 11.723. Consultation with a statistical table shows that P (t?. >11.7)
is less than 0.00001* Hence, the differences between the mean maximum valleyside
slope angles facing north and south are highly significant. This agrees with
Melton's hypothesis.
3. Microrelief ;-
Erosion at any point also appears to be related to slope
inclination and its position along the slope. On steep, straight portions of
the slope, the amount of erosion is larger than that of the convex summit areas.
It is due to the fact that on gentle slopes, the runoff is usually not strong
enough to overcome the shear resistance of the soil surface. Furthermore, a
slope surface is never absolutely flat. Erosion usually occurs at a greater
rate at those small parts protruding from the general profile. Thus, No. 7 and
8 of Profile A and F showed the greatest amount of erosion. On the other hand,
deposition may sometimes take place on small depressions. Examples are Mo. 6
of profile A and F.
4* Soil Properties s-
Permeability of the soil determines the amount of
infiltration and runoff. Soils capped by a thin hard crust due to raindrop
impact and maganese coating is therefore more resistant than those without,
^y referring to Fig. 27 again, profiles £ and C registered an erosion amount
far greater than ethers. These two are in fact fresh landslip scars where the
soil is less coherent. The erosion amount of profile E is below the average of
the six and this is probably the result of the presence of thin yellowish
thin silty crust which protected most part of the slope.
Depth of erosion Along She Slope Profiles
In order to determine whether erosion increases downslope, the values
of erosion registered by the pegs were combined into one scatter diagram
^Fig. 32) by the use of a dimensionless parameter : per cent of distance from
the crest to the lower end of the slope* A regression line fitted to the points
of the scatter diagram by the method of least squares (.Appendix XII) gives the
equation t
lo - t.00334 L + 0.9401 t, 5-3 )
where E • erosion depth in cm. ;
L • percentage length along the slope.
A 't1 test, to determine if the regression coefficient is significant-
ly different from zero reveals a probability around 5/0fc, Lack of significant
trend suggests that erosion seems to be uniform along the slope profiles. In
order to take into account the uniformity of erosion on a given profile and
decrease the scatter about the regression line. The values of erosion were ad-
justed to minimize irrelevant variations in erosion from slope to slope. An-
other attempt was made to fit in the regression line. The result is :-
JB1 - 0.003423 L1 + 0.9393 • ( 5.4 )
c
Since there is no marked change in the regression coefficient, no
attempt was made to test it by »tf test to see if it is significantly different
from zero.
FIG. 32 REGRESSION FITTED TO SCATTERED DIAGRAMS OF
DEPTH OF EROSION ON PERCENT OF DISTANCE
FROM THE TOP OF SLOPE SEGMENT
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BHAFTSR VI GULLY EROSION
A gully is a well defined water worn empheral channel on a hill
slope. It may be much smaller in size than a river valley. They are usually
initiated after sudden rainstorms which have produced a localized concentrated
runoff, thus creating a deep gash in the land surface, especially when it is
composed of soft and incoherent materials, Ihey may develop on a variety of
rock types, e.g. shales and limestones in 3. Dakota, Loess in JN. China and
granite in S.E. China.
H)BM AND PATTERNS OF GULLIES
LONG PBOFILE The form of a gully floor depends on ^1) the stage of de-
velopment; {2) the material into which it cuts; 0 ) the
hydraulic action of the water. The long profiles of several gullies in the
Mt. Parker foothill area and Cheung Kai area have been measured by a hand abney
level and nyloon tape {Fig.33}•
In general, a youthful gully is more irregular than the mature ones
since its floor is occupied by a lot of potholes ^Pig. 33 - A,B,C). It is more
or less parallel to the slope profile. As a gully grows, its form changes, the
gully floor is being smoothened out by vast amount of sand and clay fallen into
it. Therefore, the gradient channel floor becomes rather constant and usually
lies at an angle of 5-10° • However, this rather level floor is usually cut
into many smaller sections by headsteps. These steps are usually 2-3 *&• high.
There are some other smaller steps between the potholes and the meanders. It
is quite probable that these steps may migrate upward and coalesce when two or
more meet. Profile D, E are typical examples where there are a lot of large
headsteps and small steps.
As gullying proceeds, it will encounter the less weathered materials.
The gully floor would then be controlled by the underlying structure like joints,
faults and boulders. Therefore the profile of the gully floor would become
irregular again. ^ 9±g* 33-F) •
FIG. 33 LONG PROFILE OF SIX GULLIES
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CBDSS FBOFILE Most of the gullies in the study area have a U-shaped
cross profile. Cross sections along three gullies have
been also measured in the field by tape and abney level, ^ Fig. 34). On the
average, the gully walls are steep and are usually over 60°. Some of the
walls are nearly vertical. A few have even been undercut to produce something
like a hanging cliff. There are often pockets of slump materials accumulated
at the base resting against the gully wall at a different angle. Generally
speaking, the average width of a gully decreases downrslope & the whole gully
would disappear near the base of the slope where the vegetation is thicker.
This decrease in dimension of a gully downslope may be attributed to the pro-
perties of the soil. A greater part of water will be absorbed by tho dry
channel in the upper reaches and when it flows over the lower reaches, it is
usually overloaded with sediments. The power of down-cutting is thus reduced
greatly.
There is always a close relationship between the width and depth of
a gully. Readings were taken at regular intervals along 13 gullies in the Mt.
Parker foothills and Cheung Kai area, ^ Appendix XIII and Fig. 35)• A regression
line fitted into these two variables gives the equation:-
W - 0.5486 D + 1.1537 ^6.1)
where # « width of the gully in dm ;
D « depth of the gully in dm.
The high correlation coefficient ^ + 0.8608 ) suggests widening and
deepening go side by side.
SINUOSITY A gully is always sinuoua. This applies to both youthful and
mature gullies. Its course is sometimes modified by obstacles,
microrelief and minute cracks on the way. Headings from 5 gullies in the Cheung
Kai Area show that there is a high correlation coefficient { + 0.9433 ) between
the amplitude of the meander and width of the gully ^Appendix XIV and Fig. 36).
W « 0.3437 A + 1.3958 v 6.2 )
A - 2.919 * - 4.061 (6.3 )
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where W « width of gully in Dm;
A « amplitude of a gully in Boa.
PATTERN Like ordinary streams, gullies display certain patterns.
The pattern is the spatial arrangement of the individual
gully channels and they are usually viewed as a group. The junction angle of
gullies is a dominant factor in determining the pattern.
Horton's equation relating junction angle to gradients for receiving
and entering streams has been found to be able to predict junction angles close
to observed value not only in humid regions ^Lubowe 1964 ) but also on badland
slopes ^Schumm 1957)• The equation runs:
cos Z * tan 0 / tan Q ^ 6.4 )
where Z = entrance angle;
Q » gradient of the stream;
(£ » ground slope.
To test if it is applicable in the badlands of the study area, 75
sets of data were taken on the badland slopes in the Cheung Kai Area. Only
the youthful gullies were chosen. Gradient of the main stream and ground
slope were read from a hand abney level. The junction angle was measured by
a large protractor in the field. A Chi-square test was used to see if there
is any difference between the angles actually observed in the field and that
calculated by Horton's equation based on stream gradient and ground slope. The
results reveal that there is only 0.0Jfo that the differences may have occurred
by chance. In other words, Horton's equation predicting junction angles is
not applicable in this case.
This suggests that while general relief has a part to play in deter-
mining the junction angles, other various factors like miororelief, cracks,
vegetation etc. are also important. Prom the histogram showing the dis-
tribution of the junction angles of youthful gullies observed in the field,
I Big. 37), it is evident that the largest frequency falls in the group of
40° - 490 and 50° - 59°. This probably reflects the angle of the cracks
FIG. 37 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAMS OF
JUNCTION ANGLES OF YOUTHFUL GULLIES,
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FIG. 38 GULLY PATTERNS C Afhr Woo
Plate 12 Parallel Gully Pattern
Plate 13 Dentritic Gully Pattern
on the ground.
Generally speaking, there are four main types of gully pattern:
{!) Parallel - Gullies running down a rather short steep straight slope
without interference of vegetation or microrelief (Plate 12);
Dentritic - Gullies develop on a concave slope (Plate 13);
Fan-shaped - Gullies carved on a knoll or head of a spur.
Corolla-shaped pattern - where the gully head undergoes rapid widening by
slumping to form a large depression. This is
perhaps a mature stage of gully development.
Initiation of Gullies
This is a quite controversial problem. Previous workers have presented
different views. Perhaps the differences arise from the different environments
and conditions under which each individual worker did his field work. Despite
the contrasting ideas, they all agreed that there are certain basic conditions
under which gullying may take place. The vegetation cover should has been
partially or completely destroyed. The rainfall should be intense.
In the study area, the microrelief on the land surface is often highly
irregular, and surface flow is therefore not steady and uniform but consists of
intermittent sluges of flow or surges. Irregularities on the surface may con-
centrate and divert the flow in rills or in astonishing paths. These irregulari-
ties may include half buried corestones, quartz veins or even the twig of a
tree. In the field, it is common to find funnels developing behind such obsta-
cles.
A gully may also start in a series of small approximately evenly spaced
pits (Plate 14) aligned in the direction of maximum slope, l'here is no satis-
factory explanation of the origin of these pits, in most cases so far observed,
they are often located on the upper portion of the hill slopes. These terrace
like pits are usually not more than 1.5 cm. high and there is a sharp break of
angle at the front. The slope surface is usually capped by a thin hard crust,
Plate 14 Small pits developing into
an incipient gully. Note the
thin crust developed on the
soil surface.
Plate 15 Soil cracks developing into
an incipient gully.
Plate 16 A small hole on the badland surface.
This was probably formed by ellu-
viation. The soil surface is capped
by a thin crust.
probably formed as a result of illuviation. i'he crust may probably have been
broken lay rain beat to form such pits.
Soil cracks have always been emphasised by previous workers (Grant
I960, 1968} «oo 1967). However, it is quite probable that they are not as signi-
ficant as that generally accepted. These soil cracks are usually polygonal in
shape and are developed on the B Horizon of the Red Yellow Podzolic Soils. They
are formed in the dry seasons when the soil is exposed to excessive desication
(Plate 15) • Sain water will be collected in the cracks to initiate gullying.
Such soil cracks are quite restricted in their distribution since they may only
be formed on soils with a certain texture and considerable amount of clay miner-
als. In areas where the pedological soil has not been developed, it is unlikely
prisimatic blocks of this nature will develop.
Subsidence has always been reported as an origin of gullying ^Fuller
1922} Buckham and Cockfield 1950$ Berry and Ruxton 1957? Young 1957; Bunting
1961$ Woo 1967^ • Sinking of the ground was thought to be a result of subsurface
erosion which includes both chemical and mechanical elluviation. Small soil
particles are believed to be moved away through the intenstioes of the larger
grains by circulating water. Buxton ^1958) reported that particles less than
0.05 nim. in diameter in the granitic soils of Hong Kong have been removed on
a large scale in this way. Bit it is very doubtful if subsidence of this manner
may attain a magnitude large enough to form a gully. In the study area, there
are a lot of holes measuring 30-50 cm. in diameter ^Plate 16;. This may be
formed by the manner described above. However, repeated measurements during
the summer neither show any change of size nor any tendency to develop into
underground pipes.
Tensional cracks resulting from soil creep have been found in various
parts of the study area especially where the soil is thick, e.g. Cha Kwo Ling.
They seem to have been formed oy differential movements of soil particles down
the slope. They are usually parallel to each and to the steepest slope, water
picking up these cracks may soon develop into a gully.
Some of the gullies in the study area have also developed on foot-
paths and unprotected road cuttings.
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Growth of Gullies
Many gullies have been observed to be stationary for a long period of
time. It seems that they would only grow after periods of heavy rainstorms. A
gully will grow in size through these three ways:-
DEEPENING
As soon as a small incision is initiated by a rainstorm, downcutting
will follow. In the beginning, these incisions usually have a shallow V shape,
when they have broken throu^i the hard surface soil, they will deepen rapidly
since the soil is usually less coherent. Potholes will be formed on these
shallow youthful gullies ^Plate 17).
A rainstorm intense enough to produce surface runoff may not be ne-
cessarily able to produce a flow in the gully channel because the sandy soils
on the channel floor is able to absorb a great deal of water. A peak discharge
is usually reached about 10 minutes after an intense rainstorm. During the
peak discharge, the water has been observed to come at regular intervals of
several seconds in the form of surges. This is perhaps the result of the
momentum associated with the hydraulics of the gully channels. Deepening of
the gully floor takes place rapidly during the peak discharge when both the
volume of water and load are greatest. As soon as the rain stops, tha flow diea
eat rapidly.
To investigate into the pork of water in the gullies,a youthful gully
60 nu long and generally i to 1 m. deep was chosen. The profile of the floor
was surveyed by a tape and a hand abney level ^Flg 33-A). 27 painted and
numbered rounded pebbles (lcm x tern, x iom.) were laid down on the floor at re-
gular intervals of 3 metres on the 3 of July 1969* The same place was re-
visited on the lb September. Despite much work, only nine of the total were
recovered. Four of these were discovered on the upper reach of that youthful
gully. They have only moved for a distance not more than 3 m. The other five
were deeply buried in the potholes in the lower reach. They have been trans-
ported for a distance from about 12 to 31 m. The fact hat they have been
buried deeply indicated that the hydraulic action involved must be violent.
Another simple method was devised to measure the rate of downcutting.
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FIG. 39 CHANGES IN THE GULLY LONG PROFILES
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Apart from the profile mentioned above, two more youthful gullies were chosen
from the Gheung Kai Area, 3 mature gullies, two from the Mt. Parker foothills
and one from Cheung Kai were also selected. The long profile of each was sur-
veyed as afore mentioned (Fig 33* B-P). Wooden spikes and galvanized washers
were driven into the gully floor at a regular interval of 2 m. These spikes
were 30 cm. long with the top 10 cm. painted in red and the washers are fitted
loosely on the spikes. Purpose of the washers was to record gullies that might
be cut and then filled during a rainstorm.
These spikes were put into the ground on the 15th and 16th of July and
measurements were taken on the 15th and 16th of September. The results were
plotted in Pig. 39* Scour and fill does not seem to follow any pattern except
that they are greatest below the steps, pits and inside the potholes. The
average rate of downcutting during these two months amounted to less than 1 cm.
WIDENING
Closely associated with down-cutting is widening. It may take place
by vigorous lateral corrasion against the gully walls during a rainstorm. On
the other hand, a gully is also always sinuous, the movement in position of the
meander belt may also impinge against the gully walls. Hater courses within
the gully floor may also shift laterally when they are deflected by boulders
or debris in it.
Sheet and Hill erosion on the steep sides of the gully walls are common.
These constantly lead to the retreat of the gully walls on both sides. A gully
may also widen itself by incorporating a tributary gully channel running obli-
quely to it.
Slumping is an active process in the widening of mature gullies.
This is very common especially when the base of the gully wall is undercut. The
temperature inside a gully is also higher than that of the atmosphere IFig. 40).
Dessication is perhaps responsible for the formation of the soil cracks developed
on the gully walls. When they are dried, quartz or other sand particles will
be fallen into these cracks. Lumps of the soil will therefore fall down when
they swell on wetting (Pig. 41) *
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Plate 17 Pot holes on the floor of a
youthful gully.
18 A partly stabilized gully,
Cheung Kai. It has cut into the
Zone III material.
Over 200 long wooden pins were struck on both sides of the gullies
in the Mt. Parker foothill area. However, the amount of widening recorded is
quite small. Between the period from 15th of July to 16th of September, the
average figure is less than 1 cm.
GULLY LSJGTHSNING
The lengthening of a gully may be achieved in 3 ways:
(1) Headward erosions- The most effective process is by slumping. Several
such good examples are found in the Cheung Chau Island.
One of them has nearly breached a ridge joining a head-
land with the Northern Island.
However, such slumping can only be possible if the gully headwall is
extremely steep and the slumping materials can be removed by powerful agents.
In some other cases, the headwalls of the gullies retreat by rainwater run-
ning over the lip of the head and undercutting the base. If a small gully
joins a large one at the head, the retreat will takes place at a faster
rate by tunnelling and piping.
(2) Coalescing of Gullies:- Discontinous Gullies are common within the study
area. Schumm and Hadley (1957) suggested that
these are formed by the joining together of several gullies aligning roughly
in the same direction (Fig. 42). Profiles B and D are typical examples.
(5) Lengthening at the end:- Debris exacavated by water during downoutting will
be splayed out at the downstream toe of a gully
in the form of a low fan. At first, this fan serves to impede any further
attempt to cut down-ward. However, when the convex fans have attained a
sufficiently steep angle, a secondary gully may develop in its forward
edge.
Stabilization of Gullies
The ability of a gully to grow mainly depends on the hydraulic action
of the water. $hen a gully is increasing in size, the watershed that contributes
water to the gully is at the same time decreasing. Therefore, a gully would
become more or less dormant when it has grown up to a certain size. Such exam-
ples are typical in Kbwloon Hills and Ho Man Tin where gullies have nearly
breached the hill tops.
On the other hand, gullying would only be active in the less cohesive
materials. When it encounters zone III or IV materials of the weathering pro-
file, gully erosion will become inactive ^Plate 18),
Diversion of rain water by human interferences may reduce the amount
of water flowing into a gully. It is common in those gullies in the Kowloon
Peninsular where the urban area has now expanded to part of the badlands.
Buildings and other construction work are being erected between the gullies.
A sewage system has been introduced. There are signs showing that these
gullies are being covered by denser -^ nd denser vegetation.
CHAPTM VII OONCLUSIOJN
Badland development is a response and re-adjustment to a set of
changing or changed physical conditions. This set of physical conditions, pro-
vided with a long period of time and under a stable climate, will develop into a
dynamic equilibrium of denudation. At dynamic equilibrium, the rate of denu-
dation in the humid tropics, according to the theoretical deduction of Leopold,
dolman, Miller ^1964) ^ d to the empirical observations of Douglas (1969) is
relatively slow. However, the denudation system is made up of a set of well
integrated, complex yet highly variable components, of which vegetation is
by far the most important. The change in one of these components may upset
the original dynamic equilibrium and will transform it into another 3tate.
in the study area,; the once existed rain forest has been disturbed pro-
bably by man's activity. This leads to the upset of the original dynamic
equilibrium of denudation under a forest cover and results in the increase of
runoff. In compensation, the geometry of the landscape is altered by gully
development to increase the drainage density greatly. This transformation is
made possible by the existence of a less coherent soil and a hot climate with
intense rainfall. The factors involved in this transformation is given in
Pig. 43 • When the transformation is complete, it is expected that a new set
of forms very raich smaller in linear space will replace the original forms,
while a new dynamic equilibrium of denudation will be achieved on a much more
intensive scale. Thus, badlands, come into being and will remain as long as
surface conditions do not change and depth of soil is adequate.
Owing to the shift of one dynamic equilibrium to another, the pro-
cesses operating on the hillslopes have changed as well. In other words, the
denudation system now operating in the Hong Kong area is quite different from
other parts of the humid Tropics (JKLrot I960} Leopold, Miller, Wblman 1964?
Buxton 1967? Douglas 1969) • Preliminary results of this study lead to the
conclusion that raindrop erosion, sheet erosion and gullying are working toge-
ther on barren slopes, mostly initiated by slope wasting.
In fact, the first three erosiona! agents are operating at different
forces and magnitudes on different parts of the slope. For the sake of pre-
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FIG. 43 FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE TRANSFORMATION
OF DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
FIG. 44 FOUR LATERAL BELTS WITH DIFFERENT
SLOPE PROCESSES
FIG. 45 STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE BELTS
senting
 a clear picture the hillslope may be divided into four belts and further
subdivisions (Fig. 44)» e a c n of which is summarised as follows:
I. The Belt of Ho Visible Erosion
Located on the convex hill summits, the width of this belt de-
pends on the shape of the watershed. It is wider if the watershed is flat.
Kven on the same crest, the width of this belt is not uniform. There is
only a neglible amount of surface runoff. The main erosive agent is rain-
drop. According to the intensity, this belt may again be subdivided into:-
(a) Because of its flat surface, there is not much net loss or surface mat-
erials though the soil particles are detached.
(b) The soil particles are transported downslope after detachment.
II. The Belt of Unooncentrated Wash
(c) According to Horton (1945) t there must be a minimum length of overland
flow to produce sufficient force to overcome the shearing resistance
of the soil. T M s zone is one where the film of runoff is too thick
to allow rain splash but too thin to allow sheet wash.
(d) The overland flow is powerful enough to carry soil particles as sus-
pended and traction load. This is one where sheet wash is the most
active •
III. (e) The Belt of Concentrated ffash
The surface runoff is not a continous and uniform film of film. It
is made up of numerous small threads of water. This may be concentrated
by minor irregularities of the ground so that it may carve deeply into
the soil. It is a zone where rill and gully erosion is dominant.
IY. The Belt of Deposition
Deposition by the surface runoff takes place when the load exceeds
the competency of the flow or where there is a break of slope.
(f) This is a zone where erosion and deposition takes place at different
times depending on the runoff intensity. At the beginning of a rain-
storm, when the intensity is the greatest, the runoff is usually loaded
to capacity. Thus, erosion may occur. On the contrary, deposition
would take place when the rainstorm has decreased in its intensity.
(g) Deposition takes place here except during exceptional heavy rainstorms
This is due to the decrease in the volume of runoff as a result of
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infiltration. Vegetation isaiso another factor to trap the load carried
by the surface flow. Kie debris accumulated depends on the adjacent
stream to carry it away.
However, the above arrangement of belts is shifting depending on wea-
ther conditions and the stage of development. During a heavy rainstorm, the
second belt which both expand up and down the slope ^Fig. 45) shows the arrange-
ment of these belts in different stages. The lateral arrangement of the belt
is best exhibited in the s tage of early maturity. Later in the stage, the rills
and gullies will extend their network through elongation and elaboration. Thus,
the second and third belt will merge into one and other in the late maturity.
However, there are two factors governing the extension of the network: the
constant of channel maintenance (Schumm 1956; Morisawo 1964) and the available
relief. Blongation and elaboration of the rills may only occur when there is
an area,equal to or larger than the constant of channel maintenance, still
available and only when there is enough relief can headward erosion take place.
Thus, in the old stage, while some favourably situated gullies may still grow
in width and depth, otner neighbouring channels are eliminated either by abstract-
ion or due to the fall of water table. Therefore, on the same slope, the growth
or addition of rills and gullies in one place is compensated by the loss in
otners. This adjustment in the watershed system tends to establish a state of
dynamic equilibrium. Instead of arranging laterally, the third belt is arranged
longitudinally* Sheet erosion still proceeds on the intervening areas between
the gullies.
The above hypothesis is undoubtedly a generalization rather than a
rule. More advanced research work is definitely needed before this can be
put on a firmer basis.
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APPEBDIX I - For Chapter 2
I). To find the correlation coefficient ^r) for;
(l) Monthly rainfall amount and monthly runoff amount in the barren plot,
I'ai Lam Chung Forestry Station:
Formulas
n
 k S ft*2«\ ) ~ (2 ^  ) Ol ^ K )
r ».
v D D
(.Freund, p.555)
fi « monthly total rainfall amount in inches;
F, » monthly total runoff amount in inches from the barren plot;
n «» number of measurement.
Ibrking:
Answer:
n =
la2 «
I F b *
b "
r «
28
198.96
5064.86
74.95
520.27
1212.54
14912
+ 0.956
Monthly rainfall amount and runoff amount in the pine covered plot,
1aX Lam Chung Forestry Station:
Formula?:
n tXHF ) - C^R) 12 FJ
r xs £ *
(Freund, p.555)
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R » monthly total rainfall amount in inchea;
F m monthly total runoff amount in inches from the pine covered
^ plot;
n m number of measurements.
Working:
n m 28
Z a = 198.96
I E 2 - 3064.86
« 46.80
» 192.58
Z Fp - 657.99
Answer: r • + 0.7541
(3) The amount of rainfall and runoff in the barren plot, during each rain-
storm, Tai Lam Chung Forestry Station:
Formula:
r «
n (^\>*) - III" ) 2
(Freund, p . 355)
R' m rainfall amount in each rainstorm in inches;
?, • m runoff amount in each rainstorm in inches from
the barren plotf
n = number of measurement.
Working: n . 69 ^ V " 9 5 # 5 2
'
2
 "
 6 l 4 # 0
°
' b - 728.56
Aoswer:
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137.
1037
+ 0 .
79
.61
8904
amount of rainfall and runoff in the pine-covered plot,
during each rainstorm, Tai Lam Chung Forestry Station:
Formula:
11'
F *
n
n ) )
^Freund, p.555)
rainfall amount in each rainstorm in inches;
runoff amount in each rainstorm in inches from the
pine covered plot;
number of measurements.
iforking:
Answers
n =
IE1 »
Za«2 =
p
EF *2 =
P B
r »
69
157.79
1057.61
55.04
240.02
420.72
+ 0.8083
amount of runoff from the barren plot arid pine-cove red plot
during each rainstorm, Tai Lam Chung Forestry Station:
Formulai
F1
F1
n
^Freund, p.555)
amount of runoff in each rainstorm in inches from
the pine-covered plot;
amount of runoff in each rainstorm in inches from the
barren plot;
number of measurements.
Working: n » 6^
ZF«p « 53-04
.02
» 93-52
- 614.00
= 376.58
Answer:
r = +0.9375
II)• Fitting regression lines by the method of least squares:
For monthly rainfall and runoff amount in the barren plot:
Formula: IV • b R + a (Freund, p.336)
b
 '" ., P-357>
n
( l i t ;
where R • awnthly t o t a l r a i n f a l l sanount in inches j
F, « monthly to ta l runoff amount in inches from the
Darren plot;
n » number of measurements;
a & b m constants.
forking: See Part 1 of this Appendix.
i m s w e r $
 b . 0.411*3;
a » 0.2493
The equation : Ffe - 0.4118 R - 0.2493
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(2) The monthly rainfall and runoff amount in the pine-covered plots
Formula: F » b R
P
(Freund, p.336)
n
n
(Freund, p.337)
(.Freund, p. 338)
where £ * monthly total rainfall amount in inches?
F « monthly total runoff amount in inches from the
* pine-covered part;
n = number of measurements;
a & b m constants
ibrkingj See Fart I of this Appendix;
Answers: 0.1980
- 0.2683
The equation: F - 0.1980R - 0.2683 (,2.2)
3?he amount of rainfall and runoff in the barren plot during each
rainstorm:
Formula:
b l 1 + a
n
^Freund, p. 336)
(Freund, p. 337)
F • - b (IR«)
n
where fi »= amount of rainfall in inches during each rainstorm;
F,'= amount of runoff in inches during each rainstorm
from the barren plot;
n « number of measurements;
a & b = constants.
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forking: See part I of this Appendix;
Answers
The
: b =
a »
equation :
0
-
.7106
0.0638
0.7106 it1 - 0.0658
©ie amount of rainfall and runoff in the pine-covered plot during each
rainstorm:
Formula: F1 b Rf + a
n (2 E'j
P • -
' j 2 -
^Preund, j
IFreund, p.337)
^Preund, p.3>8)
iiiiere H
P *
n
a & b
rainfall amount in inches in each rainstorm;
runoff amount in inches in each rainstorm from
the pine-covered plot;
number of measurements;
constants.
Hforking: See Part I of this appendix;
Answers: b » 0.4129
a m - 0.0558
The equation: P» = 0.4129 H1 - 0.0558
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{5) 3&e amount of runoff from the barren plot and pine-covered plot in
each rainstorm:
Formula:
F1 • bP' + a ^reund, p.336)
b = p D 5 b ^Freund, p. 537)
F1 - b (ZF1 J
a . P b (preund, p.338)
n
where F* • amount of runoff in inches from pine-covered plot
* in each rainstorm j
P* = amount of runoff in inches from barren plot in
each rainstorm;
n = number of measurements;
a & b « constants.
workings See Fart I of this Appendix.
Answers; b = 0.6256
a - - 0.1085
The equations; P' » 0,62^6 F»b - 0.1085
F»b « 1.5297 P1 + 0.1794 12.5b)
APPMDIX II For Chapter 3
Preferred orientation of .barren slopes in the Study Area
Direction
6- 15
16-25
26- 55
36-45
46- 55
56- 65
66- 75
76- 85
86- 95
96-105
106-115
116-125
126-135
136-145
146-155
I56-I65
I66-175
176-185
Ho. of
Occurrence
3
4
13
5
7
7
5
8
27
5
13
13
12
15
20
19
36
46
Percentage
Frequency
O.6652
0.8669
2.8825
1.1086
1.5521
1.5521
1.1086
1.7738
5-9869
1.1086
2.8825
2.8825
5-6608
5 -%n
4.43*6
4-2129
7.9823
10.1996
Di I?Q c *fc i oil
186-195
196-205
206-215
2I6-225
226-235
236-245
246-255
256-265
266-275
2?6-285
286-$95
296-305
306-315
316-325
336-335
336-345
346-355
356- 5
JHo. of
Occurrence
35
16
7
20
10
2
14
3
33
14
10
5
1
4
2
2
2
1
Percentage
Frequency
7.7605
3.54'/b
1.5521
1.5521
2.2172
4.4340
3.1042
O.6652
7.3171
3.1042
2.2172
1.1086
0.2217
0.8869
0.4434
0.4434
0.4434
O.8869
(Source: deduced from
451 random samples
from maps & air photos)
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I I I For Chapter 3
Preferred Orientation of gullies in the atudy Area
Direction
6- 15
16- 25
26- 35
36- 45
46- 55
56- 65
66- 75
76- 85
86- 95
96-105
106-115
116-125
126-135
136-145
146-155
156-165
166-175
176-185
Ho. of
Occurrence
2
1
1
3
10
11
20
34
49
*3
29
19
28
47
58
30
18
37
Percentage
Frequency
0
0.1655
0.1655
0.4967
I.6556
1.8212
3.H25
5.6291
8.1126
3.8079
4.8013
3.1457
4.6357
7.7815
9.6026
4.9669
2.9801
6.1*58
Direction
186-195
196-205
206-215
216-225
226-235
236-245
246-255
256-265
266-275
276-285
286-295
296-305
306-315
316-325
326-335
336-345
34§-355
356- 5
JHO. O f
Occurrence
16
22
19
16
29
7
4
13
37
14
5
2
1
1
Percentage
Frequency
2.6490
3.6423
3.1456
2.6490
4.8013
1.1589
0.6623
2.1523
6.2378
2.5578
0.8278
O.33H
0.1655
O.I655
^Sources: Deduced from 604
random samples from
maps and air photos.)
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iPPEHDIX IV For Chapter 3
Direction0
6- 15
16- 25
26- 35
36- 45
46- 55
56- 65
66- 75
76- 85
86- 95
96-105
106-115
116-125
126-135
136-145
146-155
156-165
166-175
176-185
Mo. o f
Occurrence
2
9
6
9
16
10
8
10
15
7
9
13
8
6
11
12
15
18
Percentage
Frequency
0.5848
2,6316
1.7544
2.6316
4.6783
2.9239
2.3592
2.9239
4.3859
2.0468
2.6316
3.8012
2.3592
1.7544
3.2164
3.5080
4.3859
5.2631
Direction
186-195
196-205
206-215
216-225
226-235
236-245
246-255
256-265
266-275
276-285
286-295
2296-305
306-315
5*6-325
326-335
536-545
546-555
356- 5
NO. Of
Occurrence
2
2
7
12
7
6
11
9
18
17
8
9
5
11
6
7
11
10
Percentage
Frequency
0.5849
0.5849
2.0468
5.5080
2.0468
1.7544
5.2164
2.6516
5.2651
4.9707
2.5592
2.6316
1.4619
5.2164
1.7544
2.0468
5.2164
2.9259
preferred orientation of all
slopes as a whole in the study
area.
^ Source: Deduced from 542
random samples from
maps and air photos )
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Y - For Chapter 3
!Fo compare the preferred orientation of Barren Slopes and all the
Slopes in the Study Area as a whole, the Chi-square Test is used
Formula:
3
i-l
fi - ei
where JC a Chi-square;
n « number of category;
fi « percentage frequency of the observed barren
slope directions
ei * percentage frequency of the general slope directions.
Working s Use the data in appendix 3 and 5
Answer ; X 133-2346
Conclusion: Consultation with a statistical table shows that there is a
less than 0,05 ^  probability that the null hypothesis ^H )
is correct, 'i'hat means the differences between the two
are highly significant.
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APPMEU tfl - For Chapter 5
ID compare the preferred orientation of gullies and the general slope
direction Of the slopes in the Study Area, the Chi-square test is used.
Formula*
 V2 ^ ( fi - ei jZ n -.,,
X • 2i^
 m_2 1— vGregory, p. Ibb)
i = 1
 ei
2
where JC » Chi-square;
n • number of category;
fi « percentage frequency of the observed gully direction;
ei m percentage frequency of the general slope direction.
itorkings use the values of Appendix 4 and 5»
Answer JL2 « 89.6701
Conclusion: Consultation with a statistical table shows that there is
less than 0,05^ probability that the null hypothesis ( H )
is correct, in other words, their differences are highly signi-
ficant.
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Percentage Area of Sheet and Gully Erosion Against Slope Angle
Slope
Angle
0-4
5- 9
10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-29
40-44
45-49
50-54
55 &
over
Units of
Areas Under
Sheet Erosion
1
5
13
35
126
203
119
27
4
1
0
0
%
2.64
4.43
5.22
6.08
6.13
5.59
5.05
3.73
3.01
2.33
0
0
Units of .
Areas Under
Gully Erosion
0
1
3
7
171
83
16
0
0
0
0
%
0
0.88
1.21
1.22
2.68
4.71
3.52
2.21
0
0
0
0
Units of
Areas With-
out Erosion
37
107
233
534
1875
3259
2155
680
129
42
22
17
%
97.36
94.69
93.57
92.71
91.20
89.71
91.43
94.65
96.99
97*67
100.00
100.00
Total Units
of Area
38
113
249
576
2056
3633
2357
723
135
43
22
17
Percentage of
Grand Total
-O.3815
1.1345
2.5000
5.7800
20.6420
36.4800
23.6646
7.2600
1.3353
0.4317
0.2209
0.1706
Grand Total 9960 Units,
each unit measures 100 sq. ft on the ground,
( Source: Deduced from 100 random samples from maps
and air photos)
APPiJNDIX VIII For Chapter 5
Profile A
^^\Date
Pegs^^^^^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15-7
0
0.6
0 . 2
0.4
0.3
0 . 1
0.9
0.4
0 . 2
0.3
0.5
0.4
1.0
0
1 - 8
0 . 1
+1.5
0.7
0.5
1.0
0.5
2.0
0.4
o
0.5
1.0
0.9
1.5
0 . 1
14-8
0
+0.5
1.0
0.6
0.3
0
3.0
1.4
1.0
0.5
0
0.5
3.0
0
1 - 9
0 . 1
+0.5
1.0
0.6
1.1
0.4
3-3
1.2
1.3
O.b
+ 0 . 1
0.5
2.5
0 . 1
16-9
0.3
+1.0
1.0
0 . 8
1.4
0.3
3-5
l . l
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.5
3,. 2
0 . 2
^Source: field work 1969)
Profile B (Source: field work
"~-^-\J)ate
Pegs " " \ ^ ^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
ID
15-7
1.0
0.5
1.1
0 . 6
0 . 1
0.3
1.4
0.9
0 .3
+1.1
1 - 8
-2.25
1.6
1.5
1.5
0 . 2
0.6
2.1
2.5
' 0.7
+2.2
14-8
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.5
0
1.6
2.5
2.0
1.5
+2.75
1 - 9
2.6
2.0
1.8
1.6
+0.2
1.7
2.6
1.7
0.9
+3.1
I 6 - 9
2.6
2.0
1.7
1.8
1.0
2.0
2.8
2.5
1.6
+3.0
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Depth of Soil firosion in cm.;
Positive signs show a deposition.
Profile C
1
2
3
4
5
15-7
0 . 2
0.7
1.0
0 . 1
0.7
1 - 8
0.5
1.2
2.0
+0.2
1.5
1 4 - 8
1.5
2.0
2.5
0 . 1
0
1 - 9
1.4
1.8
2.5
0 . 1
0.3
1 6 - 9
1.5
2.2
2.5
0
1.5
Profile D
^Source: field work 1969J
^ ^ ^ • ^ J 3 a t e
Pegs^""^\^
1
2
3
4
5
b
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15-7
0
+0.6
0
1.3
0 . 1
0.4
+0.1
0.3
0 . 2
0 . 6
0.5
0 . 8
0.3
0.9
1 - 8
0 . 1
-HI.5
0
2.2
0
1.5
0
1.5
0.5
1.0
1.2
2 .0
1.5
2
1 4 - 8
0 . 1
+0.8
0.5
2.0
0.5
2.0
0
0.3
0
0
1.5
2 . 0
1.0
2.5
1 - 9
0
+0.9
0.3
1.9
0 . 6
2.0
+ 0.1
0.3
1.2
0 . 1
1.3
1.5
0.6
2.3
1 6 - 9
0 . 1
+ 0.3
0
2.5
0.3
3.2
0.5
0.3
2.5
0
1.0
2.0
0.5
3.0
^Source: field work 1969)
Key Depth of i3oil Erosion in cm.j
Positive signs show a deposition
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Profile B
Pegs^\^^^
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1 6 - 1
0
0.3
0 . 1
0.5
+0.3
0.5
0 . 2
0
0 . 3
+ 0.1
0.3
0.5
0 . 2
0
0.4
0 . 1
0 . 6
+0.3
2 - 8
0
1.0
0 . 2
1.4
+0.8
1.0
+ 0.5
0
0 . 6
+0.5
0 . 2
0
0.5
H-0.2
0 .7
0 . 2
1.0
+0.5
15-8
0 . 2
1.2
0.7
0 . 8
0.
0 ,9
0.3
0
1.5
+0.3
0
1.2
2.5
+ 0.4
0.3
+ 0.2
0
+ 0.5
3 1 - 8
0 . 2
1.1
0 . 6
6.6
0 . 1
0 . 8
0 . 2
0
1.6
+ 0.4
0 . 1
1.2
2.3
+0.2
0 . 1
0 . 3
+ 0.2
+ 0.2
15-9
0.3
1.5
0 .2
0.5
0 . 1
0 . 3
0 . 2
0
1.8
0
0.3
1.4
2.7
0
0 .2
0 . 2
0.4
0
^Source: f i e ld work
Key Depth of Soil JSrosion in cm.;
Positive signs show a deposition.
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Profile F
Pegs^""^-^^
1
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
15
14
15
16
17
18
1 6 - 7
0
0
0.5
0.4
0 . 1
+ 0 . 1
0.5
1.5
0.7
+0.5
0.2
0.6
0.5
0 . 2
0
0 . 1
0 . 1
0
* - 8
0
0
0.5
0 . 2
0
0
0 . 2
2.0
1.0
+1.0
0.5
1.5
0.7
0.5
0
0
0.5
0
1 5 - 8
0
0.5
0.5
1.0
0
0
1.1
1.5
1.0
0.4
0 . 8
1.2
1.5
1.5
0
0
1.0
0.6
5 1 - 8
0
0 . 6
0.6
0.9
0
+0.2
1.0
1.6
1.2
0 . 1
0.6
1.5
1.5
1.0
0 . 1
0 . 2
0.7
0.7
1 5 - 9
0
1.2
0.7
1.0
0.5
0
l . i
1.5
1.5
0.5
0 . 8
1.7
1.4
1.7
0 . 2
5.0
0.6
1.1
Depth of Soil Jsirosion in cm. $
positive signs show a deposition.
^Source: field »vork I969)
APP3IBIX IX For Chapter 5
Badly Rainfall Mount recorded at The\ Boyal Observatory, Tsim Sha Tsui.
Month
Bate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
51
Total 1-15
Total 16-50/51
July, 1969
2.5
15.0
454
-2.3
2.9
7.7
1.3
14.7
2.5
1.4
27.7
0 . 1
2 .5
10.9
0 . 4
0 . 9
39-5
34.8
3.1
T
26.7
29.5
19.1
2 .3
1.4
5.7
78.6
41.0
39.6
7.9
102.3
331.5
August, 1969
N
N
N
N
25.2
2 .3
10.5
N
1.8
1.8
220.8
0 . 6
N
B
N
1.8
T
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
0 . 1
N
N
N
0.4
5.8
532.6
6.1
September,1969
11.0
3.4
N
N
H ,
0 . 3
1.2
0 . 2
N
N
N
T
N
N
N
16.1
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Headings in mm.-, T - Trace (Source: Royal Obser-
N - Nil; Grand Total 815.1 ram. vatory, U.K.)
APPBWEEX For Chapter 5
Monthly Sainfall, Runoff and i&rosion
To find the correlation coefficient between monthly rainfall amount and
monthly erosion amount:
Formula: n
A a^2) - a*j2/* as.*) -
where r • correlation coefficient;
R, » rainfall amount in inches;
ii, = erosion amount in lbs/acre;
n - number of measurements.
p.335)
workings n a 28
Za, - 198.90
2
 * 3064.8b
inswer
93392274.8
334076.5296
T 0.4452
Fitting the regression line by the method of least squares:
Formula:
b H, + a
E, - b
- IS*.
i - (lit,
)
^Freund, p
^Freund, p
i Freund,p
• 336)
• 337)
.338)
n
Answers: b » 91*5709 a - 268.5
B « 9L57O9&1T 268.5
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To find the correlation coefficient between monthly runoff amount
and erosion amount:
Formula: n
Answer:
n - (Z*2) n
^Freund, p. 335)
where: r = correlation coefficient;
.^_ » monthly runoff amount in inches?
j«L m monthly erosion amount in lbs/acre;
n = number of measurement.
(forking: Z »2 - 74.9522
Zfi22 - 520.2673
« 25.734.0
- 93516953
- 1928828
n a 28
r - +0,3631
Fitting the regression line by the method of least squares:
Formula: b &2 + a
n 1 2 2
V^Freund, p . 336)
P. 337)
n
Answers: b - 169*86 a » 454«7
fi9 - 169.86i^+ 454.7
(JFreund, p . 338)
-.59 >
APPENDIX XI
For Chapter 5
Intravalley maximum slope measurements, Cheung Kai.
blope Angle
17-I8.9
19-20.9
21-22.9
23-^4.9
25-26.9
27-28.9
29-30.9
31-32.9
33-34.9
35-36.9
North Facing
No. of occurrence
4
7
8
18
19
17
2
Percentage Frequency
5.33
9.33
10.66
24.00
24.33
23.66
2.66
South j acing
No of occurrence
2
2
4
15
24
18
8
1
1
%age Freq.
2.66
2.66
5.33
20.00
32.00
24.00
10.66
1.33
1.33
(Source: Field ,Vork-I969)
I. To find the arithmetic means of north and south'facing slopes.
x- si
2INi ^
(Freund, P.32;N
n n
where ft- the arithmetic mean of north facing slope;
3= " " " " south " ";
Ni= the angle of south facir^g slope;
Si= " " " north M " .
n- the number of measurements.
S= -y^- .25.59 *
2. To find the Standard Deviations of the north and south facing slopes:
Ni - N)'
Formula: n - 1
- 3 ) '
(Freund, p.62.)
(Freund, p.62.)
n-1
where s- standard deviation of a sample.
Answers $ a. of the north facing slopes » 3*045
of the south facing slopes 2.894
3« To find the sample variances of the north and south facing slopes:
Formula: z -«)2
n - 1
^Freund, p. 6
^Freund, p.bz)
n - 1
where sample variance
Answer: Sample variance ^ S ->) of north-facing slopes - 9 • 27 24
Sample variance ^ S p ) of south-facing slopes » 8.3782
.Before using the normal t test to test the arithmetic means of the
two samples, we have to ascertain that the standard deviations of
the samples are not very different. A F test is used.
jj'ormula : ^Freund, p.269)
where F F statistic
Answer: F = 1.106
Conclusion: ©lis value is less than 1.84» the value of F 0.01 for
74 and 74 degrees of freedom, and the null hypothesis
2 2
^ &. « s? ) cannot be rejected at a level of significance
of O.Oii. xn fact, since the value obtained for F is close
to 1, there would seem to be veryArisk in maKing the
assumption that the two samples standard deviations are
equal (Freund, p. 270;. The t test can be used.
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5« '£o test the differences between the means of the north and south
facing slope angles. The t test is used.
Formula: N - S
Zdi2- d
(Preund, p. 256)
where t-, « value of t at 74 degrees of freedom
di = the difference of the means
Answer:
Conclusion: since p ) i s l e s s t h a n °»00001»
differences between the mean maximum valley side
slopes facing north and facing south are highly
significantly different.
XII
For chapter 5
Depth of Erosion along the slope profiles.
I. To find the standard deviations of EG and L.
Formula: sE - / Z ( flo - 5c)
*
 n
 (Gregory p.22.)
(Gregory p.22.)7
where s « standard deviation;
L « percentage distance along the slope from the crest.
Kc » depth of erosion in cm.,
n • number of measurements.
Answer: sBc = 0.9628$
sL = 0.9822.
2, To find the correlation coefficient (r) for erosion deptn and percentage
distance along the slope,
Formula: ^ ^  [Z^^- D ^c - Be)] n"1
(Gregory p.189.)
sL . s^ c
Working: n =7o«
sL = 0.9822;
sEc = 0.9628;
< VL - I) v*0 - IQ; - ii.4473
sL.sEc « 0.9447.
Answer: r = +0.3408
J. Pitting regression line into the Scrttej- diagram by solving tne following
equation:
B Xfi - r . J U S . . (L - LJ
c c
 s£ (Gregory p.211.)
Working; r = *0.3408 (found)
7*
SL
Be a:.d L = variables.
Answer: Ec = O.OQ554L + 0.9401 ^5-3)
4. To test if the regression coefficient of equation (5*3) is significantly
different from zero, the t tost is used.
Formula:
/ y L -
regression coefficient/
(Gregory p.217)1 -
Working: regression coefficient » 0.005408 (found);
ZL2- -26.444
CZLf =38;
n =76;
sEc =0.9628.
Answer: t = 0.0Ioo5.
Conclusion: Consultation with a statistical table shows th-.1t there is a
0,5 probability that the regres ion coefficient is different
from aero. In other words, the null hypothesis (regression
coefficient =0 ) cannot be rejected.
5<> In order to decrease the scatter about the regression line, the mean of
erosion for each slope was adjusted by addition or subtraction to
the mean of a l l , I.II05 cm.. After adjustment, i t is found thpt 1
2lz' =84.80
Ec' =1.1105
ZL' =58
Z' =0.5
S-Ec' =0.8629
S.L' -0.9822
f 2.5098
S.EC.SL' = O.8475*
By using the same formula, i t is found out th;it
r» ^0.5896;
E 1 - 0.005425 L1 +0.9393 ^'^
Since there is not much change in the regression coefficient, no second
attempt haB been made to test the significance of trend.
APPENDIX XEII - For Chapter 6
'i'o find the correlation coefficient for the width and depth of 13
gallies ^Mt, Parker foothills and Cheung Kai) s
Formula:
 m * kl*t\)'- KI*±) )
n
^Freund, p. 335)
where r « correlation coefficient;
n = number of measurement;
¥.? • width of gully in dm;
D. = depth of gully in dm.
Hforki ng:
Answer:
n «
sVi -
r »
163
1522
23715
2432
53277
33479
+ 0 .
.48
.81
.22
6608
3!o fit the regression line by the method of least squares:
Fornulae: W • b D + a ^Freund, p.336)
^Freund, p.337)
n ilD.
a « ^Freund, p.339)
n
Answers: b « 0.5486
a = 1.1537
Therefore Equation: W = 0.5486 D + 1.1537 V 6 . 1 ;
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XIV - For Chapter 6
To find correlation coefficient of the width and Amplitude of 5 gullies
^Cheung KaiJ:
Formula: n ilA^) - IIV
r «
^Freund, p.555)
where r » correlation coefficient;
A. = amplitude of gully in dm.;
tf. » width of gully in dm.;
n » number of measurement.
f^orking: n « 48
IA. » 549.5
Y_ A±2 - 8699.58
I *L m 182.2
If, 2- 1011.46
100118.9
Answer r « + 0.9433
So find the regression line by the method of least squares:
Formula: I • b A + a ^Freund, p.336)
L^ t L - IFreund, p.337)
^Freund, p.338)
Workings See above
Answerss b
a
ns
- 0.3437
- 1.3958
A -
0 .
2 .
3437
919
A
tf -
-*-
4
1.3958
.061 { 6.3 ;
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APPENDIX XV - For Chapter 6
Junction Angles of Youthful Gullies, Cheung Kai.
1. Frequency Distribution of junction angles, from 75 samples:
Degree
Frequency
So.
Percentage
10-19°
1
1.55
tf>-29°
2
2.66
50-59°
4
5-55
40-49°
14
18.66
50-59°
U
18.66
60-69°
9
12.00
70-79°
n
14.66
80-89°
8
10.66
9Q-S£°'
11
14.66
100-109°
1
1.55
110-119°
1
1.55
^Sourcei field work 1969)
2. Ghi-square 'i'est - to test if there is any differences between the angles
observed in the field and that calculated from Horton's equations
Formula:
- eij'
^Gregory, p. 166;
ei
where fi « frequency of observed angle;
ei m frequency of calculated angle
Answer: 15.1811
Conclusions Inhere is a probability of 0.05J& that their difference is
due to chance.
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